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short., imagine this great valley a broad right line, and the

transverse forked valley a gigantic letter Y testing on it. And

this forked valley on the hill-side - this gigantic letter Y

is the Leasowes. The picturesqueness of such a position can

be easily appreciated. The forked valley, from head to gorge,

is a reclining valley, partaking along its bottom of the slope of

the eminence on which it lies, and thus possessing, what is by

no means common among the valleys of England, true down

hill water-courses, along which the gathered waters may leap

in a chain of cascades; and commanding, in its upper recesses,

though embraced and sheltered on every side by the surround

ing hill, extended prospects of the country below. It thus com

bines the scenic advantages of both hollow and rising ground,

- the quiet seclusion of the one, and the expansive landscaps

of the other. The broad valley into which it open& is rich and

well wooded. Just in front of the opening we see a fine sheet

of water, about twenty acres in extent, the work of the monks;

immediately to the right stand the ruins of the abbey; imme

diately, to the left., the pretty compact town of Hales Owen lies

grouped around its fine 01(1 church and spire; a range of green

swelling eminences rises beyond; beyond these, fainter in the

distance, and. considerably bolder in outline, ascends the loftier

range of the trap hills, - one of the number roughened by the

tufted woods, and crowned by the obelisk at Hagley; and, over

all, blue and shadowy on the far horizon, sweeps the undulat

ing line of the mountains of Cambria. Such is the character

of the grounds which poor Shenstone set himself to convert into

an earthly paradise, and such the outline of the surrounding

landscape. But to my hard anatomy of the scene I must add

the poet's own elegant filling up:-

Romantic scenes of pendent hills,
And verdant vales and falling rills,
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